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Supplemental Figures 
 

 
Figure S1: As in Fig. 5, but with an ENPIHP definition based on a CP domain that extends 
westward to 150ºE. 
  



 
Figure S2: As in Fig. 6, but with an ENPIHP definition based on a CP domain that extends 
westward to 150ºE.  



 
Figure S3: As in Fig. 7, but with an ENPIHP definition based on a CP domain that extends 
westward to 150ºW.  



 
Figure S4: As in Fig. 5, but with an ENPIHP definition based only on precipitation anomalies in 
the CP domain. 
  



 
Figure S5: As in Fig. 6, but with an ENPIHP definition based only on precipitation anomalies in 
the CP domain. 
  



 
Figure S6: As in Fig. 7, but with an ENPIHP definition based only on precipitation anomalies in 
the CP domain. 
  



 
Figure S7: Wheeler-Hendon diagram showing composite RMM1 and RMM2 values from lag 
days -30 to +30, labeled every five days, for the +ENPI case. The values on plotted on a polar 
plot representing the MJO phase and amplitude, rather than showing the explicit RMM1 and 
RMM2 values.  
  



 
Figure S8: As in Fig. S7, but for the -ENPI case. 
  



 
Figure S9: As in Fig. 7, but for 2m air temperature anomalies. 
  



 
Figure S10: As in Fig. 7, but for precipitation anomalies. 
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